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The undersigned:

 FULL AGE

Ass.resp. clienti prove gruppi moto_ING_rev 03.doc

 UNDER AGE

03

Date

NAME - SURNAME
BORN IN

ON THE

RESIDENT IN
Tel. nr.

Fax nr.

ADDRESS
E-mail

DRIVING A BIKE/CAR

Type:

Number-plate:

DRIVING LICENCE

Nr.

Issued by

on the

I declare and accept, for myself and for anybody having the right, what is written in the following document towards the Company
_________________________________________________(Organizer), towards the Company owner of Santa Monica S.p.A. Circuit, in Via Daijiro Kato n.10 –
47843 Misano Adriatico (RN) (Owner):To know and to consider suitable to the non-agonistic Tests I am going to take part, the track, the First Aid Service, and all the
existing active and passive security measures.
a.
To have a bike/car perfectly suitable to the activities I am going to practice, binding myself to wear all the necessary protective clothes during the
activities on the track.
b.
To have consciously read the present General Regulations for the track’s use showed, binding myself to follow all the track Staff’s orders and signals,
directions and prohibitions defined in the showed panels, both on the track and in the Circuit
c.
To agree that the Organizer and the Owner will not be responsable for any damages caused either from the entrance or the stay in the Circuit, nor by the
Circuit’s and facilities’ use, as driver to himself or to goods being of his property or at his disposal and/or of my companions.
d.
To agree to dispense both the Organizer and the Owner or any other representatives, delegates, marshals, employees or collaborators, from any
responsabilities linked to the entrance, the stay and the use of the Circuit, by the undersigned, even towards any third part
e.
To confirm under my responsibility to be consciousness of the consequences in the case of false declarations, to be in possession of a medical
certificate appropriate to perform free motorcycle practises on the track, valid for the current year, thus freeing the 'organizer and the owner, from liability for
any physical problems that may occur during the course of my free practises, as well as the consequences therefore.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.




To renounce, where necessary, to any claims or actions towards the Organizer and the Owner and any other people as pointed out in paraghaph (e), for
the recoupment of damages connected to the entrance, stay and/or use of the Circuit by the undersigned
To acknowledge my complete and sole responsability for the care and the supervision of things brought by myself in the Circuit (vehicles included) and
to assume upon myself any responsabilities caused by their use in the Circuit and in the Circuit’s surrounding areas binding myself since now to pay back any
damages I can cause, directly or indirectly, to people and things, nothing excluded, both on the truck and in the Circuit’s areas.
To communicate immediately to the Organizer, directly or, if it is not possible, indirectly, my personal data, if I am involved in an accident, during my stay
in Santa Monica S.p.A.’ s Circuit
Not to give up my bike/car for the track’s use, to anybody who has no authorisation by the Circuit Management and who has not filled in and
undersigned this document, assuming upon myself all the responsabilities for any civil, administrative or penal sanctions as result to this instruction’s nonobservance.
To commit myself absolutely not to give to other people, neither for a partial use, my track access’title (bracelet).
Not to be a professional driver.
l.
Personal Data’s Treatment . The conferring of Your and Your Company’s personal data is compulsory for the following reasons:
To respect the obligations imposed by laws, Santa Monica S.p.a.’s contractual obligations towards Yourself and/or the Company You represent; contracts’
management and conclusion and management of relationships with me or the Company I represent and purposes to these strictly connected; anonymous
statistics editing and data archives editing. Santa Monica S.p.A. placed in Misano Adriatico, Via Daijiro Kato n.10, as holder of the treatment, conforms the
personal data’s treatment to the current norms’ prescriptions concerning the privacy’s custody as established by the legislative decree n.196/2003. To people
interested, are recognized the rights at article 7 of the legislative decree 196/2003 “Rights of concerned people”, sending the requests to the treatment’s holder
at the legal office (where it is possible to read the complete informative ex art.13 legislative decree 196/2003).
To be of full age and to have a valid driving licence, specific to drive the vehicle I am going to use
To be UNDER AGE and to have read the requirements pointed out in the “Norms for the access and use of the Circuit” and, if requested, TO MAKE MY
PARENTS OR THEIR REPRESENTATIVES UNDERSIGN THIS DOCUMENT

To the senses and for the effects of articles 1341 and 1342 c.c., the undersigned declares to have read and to have accepted the
clauses a), b), c), d), e), f), g), h), i), j) and what is described below.

Readable signature of the parent (for under age) .................................…………….. Readable signature .…………………………………
Direct Marketing: The undersigned, referring to the informative received at the senses of the legislative decree n.196/2003, signing this document in the space below,
recognizes to Santa Monica S.p.a. the right to treat his/her personal data, for promotional activities and anonymous market’s researches, a part for the sending of commercial
information by Santa Monica S.p.a. ; I am aware that without my signature, Santa Monica S.p.a. will be unable to send me any commercial and promotional information related
to its activities (ex: races, events, shows, track’s rental, etc.)

Readable Signature of the parent (only for under aged) ...........................…………….Readable Signature .……………………..………..

Communication to third parts for commercial purposes: the personal data conferred to Santa Monica S.p.a. can be communicated to third parts whose activities are strictly
connected to services offered by Santa Monica S.p.a. (ex. Technical supplying, furniture supplying, accomodation supplying, etc.) The data’s conferring for these reasons is
optional and the data’s communication to third parts, already belonging to Santa Monica S.p.a. for contractual reasons, will be done only with my consent which is the signature
in the space below. Any further communication or propagation will be done only with my expressed consent. I am aware that without my signature, Santa Monica S.p.a. will be
unable to offer important services strictly connected to its activities (ex. Technical supplying, furniture supplying, accomodation supplying, etc). To people interested, are
recognized the rights at article 7 of the legislative decree 196/2003 and in particular the right to have access to his/her personal data, to ask for amendment, the update and the
cancellation, if incomplete, wrong or picked up in violation of laws, and the right to oppose him/herself to the data’s treatment for legitime reasons, sending the requests to the
treatment’s holder: Santa Monica S.p.A. placed in Misano Adriatico, Via Daijiro Kato n.10.

Readable Signature of the parent (only for under aged) ...............................………………..Readable Signature .……………………..…….

